I use symbols from [1] and [2] and if V k,s and β are 4 × 4-matricies and and for all real numbers n 0 , k 1 , k 2 ,k 3 and for real function
let:
In this case [3]:
And let [4]:
Here s ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. These u •s (k) and u * s (k) form an orthonormal basis in space ℑ  [5] and
For these vectors:
Let
In that case:
Let for j, j ′ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} [6]:
That is in basis  [5] :
That is in this basis:
Hence:
That is:
For operators b •r,k and b * r,k :
And from (1):
From (4):
Let:
Let us consider Hamiltonian of the following type [7] :
Def.
on space ℑ  . Let
For this Hamiltonian: 
